Outdoor
Food Throw

Requirements
Baby Lock Overlocker
Flat Sole Foot
2 x Machine Needles to suit your Baby Lock Model
Print 1: 50cm x 110cm Cotton Fabric
Print 2: 50cm x 110cm Cotton Fabric
Note: Cut the printed fabrics into 4 1/2” (11.5cm) strips from the width of Fabric
80cm x 80cm square of Curtain Net Fabric
Beads for Corner Tassels (5 beads for each 4 corners)
Curtain Weights for each corner (optional)
Sewing Machine required to sew weights in each corner
DESIGNER THREADS BY BABY LOCK
4 x Maxi Lock Overlocker Thread White (32001)
1 x Designer Thread—Cameo (colour 1)
1 x Designer Thread—Cameo (colour 2)
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Creative Method
Construction :
Set machine up for 4 Thread Overlocking using the Maxi Lock (Poppy Red) in the needles and
loopers.
Stitch Selector: A
Stitch length: 2.5
Stitch Width: 6.5
Needle: Left & Right
Differential Feed: N
Attach the Flat Sole Foot
Place print 1, fabric strip and print 2 fabric strip rights sides together with the net sandwiched in
between one side of the square. Overlock the raw edges together, fold the fabric out so the wrong
sides are together and encasing the seam just sewn.
Repeat this process for the opposite side of the net square. Press both border pieces and trim fabric
strips to match the size of the net.
Right sides together with
net in between

Right sides of fabric out and
pressed

Repeat for the other two sides of the Food Throw, fold out the edges so the right sides are showing,
press and trim the borders if required so the Food Throw is square.
Twin Needle Rolled Hem :
Set machine up for 4 Thread Twin Needle Rolled Hem using Cameo Thread in the upper looper,
Cameo Thread in the lower looper and Maxi Lock Overlocking Thread White (32001) In the needles.
Stitch Selector: B
Stitch Length: 2.0 R
Stitch Width: 7.5
Needle: Left & Right
Differential Feed: N
Starting at one corner roll hem each side individually, if it is difficult to start over an existing rolled
hem, make sure your needles are in the highest position and place the corner under the needles and
hold onto the excess rolled hem from the previous stitching. Now thread 5 beads onto each corner.
Note: After each roll hem, run the chain on for approximately 35cm, and trim 5cm from the finished
roll hem, this will create a chain for each corner of the Food Throw to thread beads on for a decorative
finish and to weight the Food Throw.

WOW! That was easy. Now plan your next BBQ

Thank you and we hope you have enjoyed making this project.
FROM THE BABY LOCK TEAM
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